Mapping of regions within the vaccinia virus complement control protein involved in dose-dependent binding to key complement components and heparin using surface plasmon resonance.
The vaccinia virus complement control protein (VCP) is involved in modulating the host inflammatory response by blocking both pathways of complement activity through its ability to bind C3b and C4b. Other activities arise from VCP's ability to strongly bind heparin. To map regions within VCP involved in binding complement and heparin experimentally, surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and recombinantly expressed VCP (rVCP) constructs were employed. Using C3b or heparin as the immobilized ligand, various rVCP constructs were tested for their ability to bind. Results suggest that VCP is the smallest functional unit able to bind C3b, thereby blocking complement activity, and only a single site, the large basic region near the C-terminus, is involved in heparin binding. Kinetic analysis was also performed to determine the relative binding affinities between rVCP and complement (C3-MA and C4b), as well as rVCP and heparin. rVCP was found to possess a significantly greater affinity for C3-MA than C4b, as indicated by the 1.50e3-fold greater association rate constant (k(a)). This study provides insights for the design of new therapeutic proteins capable of blocking complement activation.